
Above: The traditional kitchen 
cabinetry conceals the latest 

appliance technology from Wolf 

and Sub-Zero. Two 36in-wide 

736TC refrigerator-freezers are fully 

integrated into the large wood 

armoire, which has no visible grilles 

or hinges. Two different temperature 

zones maintain energy efficiency and 

ensure food stays fresher for longer. 

To re-create the chateau architectural theme 
in the kitchen, cabinets are designed as furniture 
pieces and appliances are built into the cabinets 
wherever possible. 

A full complement of Sub-Zero and Wolf 
appliances was specified, including two double 
integrated 736TC Sub-Zero refrigerator-freezers 
concealed within a large wood armoire. These 
refrigerators merge seamlessly into the decor
there are no visible hinges or grilles. 

There is also a fully integrated Sub-Zero 
UC151 icemaker, which has a self-clean fea
ture, an ice scoop set within the door, and an 
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automatic light for easy viewing. 
A Wolf DF606DG range sits beneath a larac 

limestone hood, reminiscent of a traditiona. 
cooking hearth. This 60-inch range is well suit 
to entertaining - it has double ovens that fea
ture the Wolf dual convection system, ensurin;: 
an even temperature and airflow for improv -
cooking results. The range also has a doub 
griddle, and can be customized with an infrar 
charbroiler and French top if desired. 

The traditionally styled hood conceals a W 
Liner PL582212 ventilation unit, which remoy 
steam and odors quickly and efficiently. 



A Wolf MWD30 microwave oven is built 
mto the island cabinetry. Designed for ease of 

e, the microwave has an automatic drawer 
ihat opens with a push of a button. 

To complete the appliance line-up, the 
esigner also specified a Wolf warming drawer. 

Fully integrated into the island cabinetry, the 
drawer sits beneath the microwave oven. 

For further details or to view appliances, 
·isit the Westye Living Kitchen, 1700 Execu
·ve Drive South, Suite 400, Duluth, GA 30096, 
hone (770) 921 9373. Or visit the website: 

~\'WW. westyegroupse.com/ showrooms.asp. 

Above left: A Wolf DF606DG range 
with double ovens and double 
griddle is paired with a Wolf Liner 
PL582212 ventilation unit. 

Top and left: In addition to the two 
integrated Sub-Zero refrigerator

freezers, there is a fully integrated 
Sub-Zero UC151 icemaker. 

Above: The island cabinetry 
incorporates the Wolf MWD30 
drawer microwave oven and the 
Wolf WD30 warming drawer. 
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